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Energy is Critical for Growth
Primary Energy Demand & GDP per Capita (2017)
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› There is no economic
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growth without energy.
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› Continued growth in

energy demand per capita
is critical for improving
quality of life in emerging
economies.
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› In this sense, expanded
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energy access is not only
desirable, it is
fundamentally imperative
and inevitable.
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Source: EPIC analysis based on World Bank data.

Over a billion people live in “darkness”

› Hundreds of millions more live with unreliable or expensive power
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Source: IEA, 2017; World Bank

Seismic Shifts in Electricity Landscape
1. Expanding access
› Many developing
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country governments
are making huge
investments in the
traditional mode of
electrification, grid
extension, and in
subsidies for
household grid
connections.
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Seismic Shifts in Electricity Landscape
1. Expanding access
Location

Africa
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Organization
US AID, country
governments

Project

Cost

People

Off-grid
componen

Power Africa

32 bn

60 million

Yes

2.5 bn

Targeting “universal access”
to modern energy
40 million households

Global

United Nations

Sustainable Energy 4All

India

Govt. of India

Bangladesh

World Bank

Ethiopia

Ethiopian Electric Power
Corporation, World
Bank

Saubhagya Yojana
Rural Electrification and
Renewable Energy
Development Project

Rwanda
Uganda

Yes
Yes

290 mm

650,000 connections and 2
million solar systems

Yes

160 mm

130,000 households

Yes

Govt. of Rwanda, World Electricity Access Rollout
Bank, Netherlands
Program

712 mm

226,000 households
connected to date

Yes

African Development
Bank, Govt. of Uganda

121 mm

157,000 household
connection goal

No

Electricity Access Rural
Expansion Project

Uganda Rural Electricity
Access Project

Seismic Shifts in Electricity Landscape
2. Solar costs fall
› Rapid declines in

the cost of solar
photovoltaic
panels have
opened a second,
off-grid mode of
electrification

Source: Bloomberg
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Seismic Shifts in Electricity Landscape
3. Rising incomes
India's GDP Per Capita
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Lost in the jumble of these trends and the
diffuse set of energy access goals is …
… what kind of electricity the poor themselves want to buy
Without understanding this, policy is likely to point in the wrong
direction, leaving billions of people subjected to inefficient
equilibria.
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Four
main sources
of electricity
This Paper:
Estimate
Demand
for Electricity
Sources
› We estimate a

demand system for
different sources of
electricity – grid,
diesel generator, own
solar, and microgrid
solar – in rural Bihar
where people are at
the margin of
electrification today
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(a) Grid substation

(b) Diesel generator

(c) Own solar

(d) Microgrid

This Paper: Estimate Demand for Electricity
Sources
› The study has several appealing features:
§ Data. Most comprehensive dataset ever compiled on demand and

supply sides of retail electricity market in a developing country,
covering 100 villages.
§ Variation. Experimentally vary the price of solar microgrids and use
the experiment to instrument for the price of electricity sources.
§ Medium Run. The experiment lasted for 4 years so the price variation

is medium run and doesn’t simply reflect short run

› With the demand estimates, we use policy counterfactuals to give sharp

answers to the questions of how access, pricing and quality affect
electrification.
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Village-Level Experiment

› Demand for off-grid

Low willingness-to-pay for solar microgrids

solar is near zero at
prevailing market
prices.

› Demand at

Price
100
160 200

subsidized prices was
17% initially but
declined

› But, why was

Capital costs only = Rs. 115

0

Paid once

0
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demand so low, why
did it vary over time,
would it vary in other
settings? How was
demand affected by
the government’s
massive build-out of
the grid and the
decline in solar prices
(did people switch to
own solar)?
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Demand System Estimation: 4 Takeaways
1. Currently Consumers are Very Price Sensitive with Low Surplus
› Surplus from electrification is low and roughly equal to the

government’s losses from operating the grid

› A 10 INR (i.e., 2 cups of tea or 3 bananas) increase in the price of

grid service reduces the grid’s market share by 2.9 percentage
points

› Current market shares are 24% for grid, 3% for diesel, 7% own

solar, and 10% solar microgrid
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Demand System Estimation: 4 Takeaways
2. Grid’s Value & Market Share Depends on Price Subsidies
› If the grid were removed, it would reduce government utility losses by

three times as much as the gain in household’s surplus. This is largely
because households would switch to solar and would only lead to a
modest decline in electrification
› If the grid price was raised to cover costs, its market share would

decline from 24% to 7%. A grid that is priced at cost is almost the same
as the grid not existing for this population
› The high losses are evidence that it is politically valuable to have the

grid serve a large segment of the population
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Demand System Estimation: 4 Takeaways
3. Value of solar tied to grid availability
› The value of solar’s availability depends on the presence of the

grid and whether solar prices continue to fall

› Household surplus from the availability of solar alternatives is

twice as high when the grid is absent

› Off grid solar increases social welfare by reducing the grid’s

market share and cutting government’s losses.
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Demand System Estimation: 4 Takeaways
4. The grid is the future
› If all households were poor, then grid share would only be 13%
› Moving from poor to rich increases grid shares by 21 pp
› The grid has advantages in terms of avoiding intermittency and

greater load allowing for more substantial appliances

Market Shares
Income/Wealth
Percentile
20th
50th
80th
17

Grid
13
22
34

Diesel
2
1
2

Solar
12
17
20

No
Electricity
74
60
43

